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Pubs, Privilege and Improper Purposes 
- Curless v Shell International Ltd [2019] EWCA Civ 171

Privilege is very much a buzzword at the moment in legal circles. A recent Court of Appeal case in England involving a conversation overheard 
in a pub and a leaked email has tested the boundaries of privilege, in particular the rather delightfully named iniquity principle.

Summary
Mr Curless was an in-house lawyer working for Shell. He had raised earlier claims of disability discrimination in August 2015 and had an 
ongoing employment tribunal claim and an internal grievance arising out of these allegations. Due to an acquisition in February 2016, 
Shell was looking to reorganise its legal department. Mr Curless was placed in a redundancy process in October 2016 and ultimately made 
redundant in January 2017.

This is where the pub comes in – in May 2016 Mr Curless was in a well-known legal haunt  in London when he overheard a conversation 
between two lawyers discussing a senior lawyer at their client, Shell, whose “days are numbered”.  It seemed the hapless senior lawyer’s claim 
in the tribunal was to be handled robustly and that a redundancy exercise would be used to end his employment. Mr Curless assumed they 
were referring to him.

In October 2016, around the time that he was placed in the redundancy process, Mr Curless was apparently sent by an anonymous 
source a copy of an email from an in-house lawyer at Shell stating “this is their best opportunity to consider carefully how such processes 
could be applies [sic] across the board to the UK legal population including the individual. If done with appropriate safeguards and in the 
right circumstances, while there is always the risk he would argue unfairness/discrimination, there is at least a wider reorganisation and 
process at play that we could put this into the context of. I felt in the circumstances this is definitely worth considering even if there is the 
inevitable degree of legal risk which we would try to mitigate. Otherwise we risk impasse and proceedings with ongoing employment with 
no obvious resolution.”

After he was made redundant in January 2017 Mr Curless, in reliance on the above facts, issued a claim for unfair redundancy and 
discrimination. Shell argued that both the conversation in the pub and the email were subject to legal professional privilege and could not be 
relied upon by Mr Curless. 

So what is privilege and why is it important?
In simple terms, legal professional privilege is a way to ensure that parties can take proper legal advice without having to provide that advice 
to anyone else. When properly obtained, legal professional privilege is a complete shield from other parties, the court, and any regulators. It 
is also one of the few exemptions available to withhold information when faced with a data subject access request.

In this case legal advice privilege was relied upon, which is a form of legal professional privilege. 

Normally a business can obtain legal advice from a lawyer on a potential redundancy process, disciplinary action, capability procedure or 
similar process, in the knowledge that they cannot subsequently be forced to provide that advice to the employee in question.
It is important to stress that the advice must be from a lawyer, and that it cannot be from another professional like an accountant or an 
HR consultant.
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There are limited exceptions to this, one of which is the iniquity principle. This applies where legal advice is used to perpetrate a crime or a 
fraud, and therefore due to this iniquity the privilege fails and the documents must be provided to the other side and the court. 

What happened in this case?
Before the Court of Appeal got involved, the argument that succeeded in the Employment Appeal Tribunal was that using legal privilege 
to mask or conceal discriminatory behaviour, from which employees are protected by law, would be contrary to public policy and therefore 
iniquitous. The ‘iniquity’ in this case was (or wasn’t) in the email, with the EAT finding that “The email does not record any advice on neutral 
selection criteria for redundancy. It concentrates exclusively on how the redundancy can be used to rid [Shell] of ongoing allegations of 
discrimination.” As a result, the EAT felt there was a risk that both Mr Curless and the tribunal could be deceived about the reason for 
dismissal. As such the email had an improper purpose and privilege could not be relied upon. The conversation in the pub between two 
lawyers was not privileged for the same reasons.

This judgement could have had serious ramifications for businesses in general. If correct, similar advice would have had to be considered and 
possibly disclosed when faced with a data subject access request or at the tribunal.

The Court of Appeal however reviewed the email and noted that it was a balanced email considering two competing risks to Shell. The key 
point was that it mentioned “appropriate safeguards” and “in the right circumstances.” The Court of Appeal held that this was “the sort 
of advice employment lawyers give “day in, day out” in cases where an employer wishes to consider an employee who (rightly or wrongly) is 
regarded … as underperforming. We do not agree that this was to act in an underhand or iniquitous way.”

Therefore, Shell was able to claim privilege and prevent Mr Curless from using the email or conversation as evidence to support his claim.

A word of warning though. Shell tried to argue that the iniquity principle only applied to fraudulent or criminal behaviour. The Court of Appeal 
refused to go this far, and it may still be open to argue that deliberately and inappropriately using a sham process could be iniquitous.

What are the lessons for businesses in the Channel Islands?
1. Managing employees with protected characteristics can be very difficult when dealing with redundancy or disciplinary issues. Where 

potentially fair avenues for dismissal might be available, care must be taken to make sure that these are properly and lawfully managed;

2. Early legal advice is key to managing these processes, both to minimise any legal risks to the business and also to ensure that the business 
can consider appropriate steps free from the risk of having to provide this to the employee; and

3. There remains a balance between appropriate use of a lawful methods and deliberately masking a discriminatory act through an 
apparently lawful process. Businesses that take, or are advised to take the latter approach run the risk of employees seeking to challenge 
legal professional privilege to obtain documents to support their case. A tribunal could still rule that deliberate use of a process to dismiss 
an employee is iniquitous.

English cases are not binding in Guernsey or Jersey. They are however very persuasive, particularly in relation to the rules around privilege. 
Curless is therefore likely to be relevant in both Islands.


